Safety Spot

With Malcolm McBride
Airworthiness Engineer

of linguistics, drain
holes, secondhand
parts, fuel issues,
dh spars & ditching

The latest LAA Engineering topics and investigations

elcome to Safety Spot for
the month of August which,
linguistically, also has other
meanings, namely ‘impressive’
or even ‘distinguished’ – I’ll
work hard, as always, to make this edition
worthy of such a title. In addition, as ever, I
hope that you and those who surround you
remain in good cheer.
As I write this ‘upbeat’ welcome, I’m reminded
of a comment made by a Staffordshire Foxbat
flyer, Graham Elvis, in an email he sent, which
offered some suggestions in response to the
Watch Your Tail Part 2 section of last month’s
column. If you recall, we showed some
damage caused by corrosion in a Starduster
Too, as a reminder that careful inspection of
the tail end is an important part of an aircraft’s
annual check, especially on tail-draggers.
Graham’s email started with, “Hi Malcolm, I
hope you are well – you always sound chirpy in
your articles!” Well, I hadn’t thought about that
before, but I hope you agree that there’s not
much point in being glum, at least in public!
He continued, “I couldn’t help feeling that
the advice to add drain holes may not be best
practice. If you weld up the tubes so that they
are completely air tight, the amount of oxygen
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(Above) This Steen Skybolt, G-SKIE, was
forced to make an emergency landing
at Westhoughton Golf Course, Bolton,
Lancashire, this June, due to engine
difficulties. (Photo: David West)
available for rust creation is limited to 20
per cent of the air volume plus dissolved
oxygen in any water/vapour that was trapped
at manufacture. One gram of rust needs about
3.5 litres of air, so the maximum rust conversion
is miniscule.
“Drain holes would allow air to be sucked
in or out as temperature and atmospheric
pressure change, thus providing an unlimited
supply of oxygen and water over time. I
therefore propose that the opposite strategy
be pursued:
n Make sure that all tubes are joined with
strategic holes, placed to allow all tube
elements to pass air between them.
n Fit a Schrader valve in a convenient position.
n Add compressed air to a modest pressure
and check for no loss of pressure.
n Repeat every, say, five years. If pressure
falls, replace the valve and try again before
going further.

n In the event of a failure, spraying the frame
with soapy water will reveal the location of
any leaks.”
Thanks Graham, both for the positive
comment about Safety Spot and the very
good idea, which (I think) is mostly aimed
at manufacturers, and perhaps builders.
Interestingly, I do recall chatting to the
late Harold Hall, an LAA Inspector with vast
experience of Auster aircraft who, as a young
man, in the fifties and sixties, spent time at
the company’s Rearsby base. Harold explained
that all Auster-welded airframes were internally
doused with waxoil after welding, before being
fitted-out for the customer.
I think it’s true that if you can keep the water
out you will prevent corrosion, though over
time this may prove more difficult in practice
than in theory. My advice is the same as last
month – you can’t beat a thorough inspection
when it comes to finding problems so keep
your eyes on your tail!
So, what’s going on in this August edition
of Safety Spot ? Well, as you’ll see later on,
there’s been an issue with some replacement
dH 82a Tiger Moth wing spars so, although
we’re in the very earliest stages of an
investigation, our Chief Engineer, Francis
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Donaldson, is concerned enough about the
issue that he’s written to the owners of the
many LAA-administered Moths, and we’ve
reproduced his letter in full on page 59.
Hopefully, questions over the strength of
the Croydon spars will be able to be answered
and they can be given a clean bill of health, or
at least the issue narrowed down to particular
batches, and a suitably targeted inspection
regime introduced.
This month’s Safety Spot also features stories
where fuel becomes the lead character. They
range from delivery issues to fuel quantity,
or more accurately, lack of it. Either way,
fuel supply issues often sit at the heart of an
in-flight emergency so it’s worth taking heed
of the advice given.

Steen Skybolt: rough-running

If I owned the Steen Skybolt pictured on the
opposite page – and I’d be very pleased to – I
would have this wonderful picture on my living
room wall, although the fact that the aircraft
sits on a golf course fairway, with an Air
Ambulance helicopter approaching, was a
rather unplanned event.
The aircraft shown is owned by a small group
of flyers, and the pilot who very skilfully landed,
after encountering a very rough-running
engine, did a good job of getting the machine
down in one piece – the Skybolt isn’t known
for its gliding capabilities!
You may recall seeing this aircraft before in
Safety Spot. Back in May we chatted about
the importance of having the correct engine
oil dipstick – yes, that’s right, G-SKIE suffered
an engine failure because she’d run out of oil.
Well, as it turned out, the engine was
totalled and a replacement sought. After a
bit of searching, the group discovered an
engine which fitted the bill perfectly, then
bought and fitted it.
The pilot involved in the above incident
explained: “I decided to practice a few aeros,
so climbed to about 4,000 feet, our new engine
having run sweetly for about four and a half
hours. I did a couple of spins, then a couple
of rolls… actually the first roll didn’t work out
well but the second went perfectly and then
the engine started to misfire, badly.
“Full throttle only gave about 2,000rpm and
I realised that I wouldn’t be able to maintain
height and, after noting the descent rate,
realised that a field landing would be inevitable.
I called a Mayday and got on with landing the
aircraft. A golf course looked good from the
air and, apart from being a bit bumpy, proved
to be a good landing site. I didn’t need the
Air Ambulance and, apart from a bent
undercarriage bolt, the aircraft was fine.”
The cause of the engine problem turned
out to be a blocked injector, which was
subsequently cleaned – a simple fault. But
what had really gone wrong? Well, the
replacement engine, a secondhand unit
originally fitted to an overseas Mooney, had
been sitting around, gathering dust for at least
four years.
The engine had been inhibited and all looked
well during the fit process which, of course,
included fuel flow checks. However, because
the fuel system had been stored dry, we think
that one of the control diaphragms, probably
in the fuel distribution unit, had degraded,
allowing small particles of rubber to reach the
injector nozzle.
So, the lesson here is that, whenever you fit
any component, be it large like this engine, or

“Both of us were tightly
strapped in and we
emerged unscathed”
small, perhaps a generator or magneto, it
needs to be carefully checked before being
operated in earnest. This is most especially
true of any secondhand part. Problems
discovered in the Avon engine fitted to the
aircraft involved in the Shoreham disaster
showed that rubber diaphragms don’t like
being stored dry, as much of their lubrication
comes from the fuel itself.

Murphy Maverick: Forced
Landing due to Low Fuel Level

It’s a clever man who puts his hands up to
making a mistake, but we all know how difficult
that can be sometimes – theory is one thing,
practice is something often quite different.
Certainly, the best way of avoiding trouble
is to learn from other’s mistakes, and perhaps
because flying aircraft is essentially a tricky
business, aviators have grown up being
quite open about their errors – long may that
attitude continue.
LAA Flyer Mike Farrer recently ran into a spot
of trouble in his Murphy Maverick. Mike has
owned this smashing aircraft since 2012,
though it was first issued with a Permit in 1997.
“I have had a little difficulty in approaching
this,” says Mike, “but I think I’ve come to terms
with the incident, so here’s a report on the
accident, last Sunday week. I went with my
regular passenger/navigator from my home
farm strip to Shoreham, a flight of 125 miles
or so. We got there without difficulty, had lunch,
and went for a stroll around Shoreham, before
returning to the airfield.
“We left for home, after checking there was
sufficient fuel for the intended return journey
of the 60 litres we had started with, 35 were
showing as remaining in the tank when we left

– sufficient for over three hours’ endurance.
Shoreham advised the surface wind was
220/12kts, a helpful tailwind.
“The first leg, twenty miles or so was okay,
but on the northerly leg, we were blown west
without realising it, and it wasn’t until the M23
came into view (fortunately, without our being
in the Gatwick zone) that we realised our
mistake. I diverted south, to remain outside of
the Gatwick Zone, and back-tracked until we
regained our intended course. We then had
to divert around Southend as they were too
busy to accept a non-transponder equipped
aeroplane, so that was another diversion of
about 10-15 minutes’ duration.
“The result was that, as we neared our
destination, the fuel state was low, but there
appeared to be sufficient, so we agreed to
carry on. Eventually, the airfield came into
view and I stayed at 1,900ft until about
three-to-four miles away.
I then throttled back to descend to circuit
height, intending to run straight in, but
some thirty seconds later, at about 1,400ft,
the engine stopped through a lack of fuel.
I checked there was no throttle response,
then switched everything off and concentrated
on a field landing.
“The options were limited as there was oil
seed rape in many of the fields beneath us,
while others had tall trees on the approach,
so I selected two adjoining fields which
evidently had a grain crop – I could see low
growth and tractor ruts. The initial approach
was okay, but we were rather too high so,
instead of landing in the first field, we flew over
it, aiming for the second. Sadly, we didn’t quite
make it and we hit a ditch. The plane stopped
in twenty feet or so, but fortunately both of us
were tightly strapped in and we emerged
unscathed, without a bruise between us.
“In retrospect (isn’t hindsight wonderful?) I
should have diverted to an airfield about fifteen
miles south of our destination for fuel. Ironically,
when we recovered the plane to the airfield,
and took the wing off, about three or four litres
of fuel came out of the wing tank, so if I hadn’t
throttled back as early to descend, we would
›
have made it back okay. The outlet of the tank

(Above) Although this Murphy Maverick looks horribly bent, most of the damage is in
the undercarriage and its supporting structure, so the aircraft is quite repairable. The
emergency landing was a success because pilot Mike Farrer and his passenger walked
away without a scratch. Sometimes drainage ditches get in the way, sometimes they
don’t, the most important thing is to keep the aircraft flying right down to the ground
– and Mike did this so very well done to him. (Photo: Michael Farrer)
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(Above) This sketch clearly shows the general routing of the Europa’s fuel pipes and the position of the principal components. Note the
position of the saddle-type tank, which sits behind the pilot and passenger. It’s a one-piece tank, within which there are two sections,
separated by a low, roughly central baffle. Consequently, when the fuel quantity drops to twenty litres or so the remainder sits in the
two separate areas, a clever design which allows for one of the sides to act like a reserve and the other can be marked as a main. On
the Europa, the reserve is on the starboard side which, as you can see, is the same as the filler and, most importantly in this context,
the side to which unused fuel is returned (so, in theory, it should always contain the most!). (Photo: Europa Aircraft Company)/
(Left) This picture shows the fuel selector
valve, and some of its supply/delivery
pipework, from a Europa which was
recently involved in an accident. That
incident occurred after the aircraft suffered
a power loss, most likely due to a fuel flow
disturbance caused by fuel vaporisation.
To orientate yourself, the pipe coming
from the centre of the valve, in line with
the selector lever, is the main supply pipe
to the engine.
The pipe that’s still connected, furthest
away in the picture, is the fuel supply from
the port (main) side of the saddle tank.
Meanwhile, the pipe connected through
a tee piece in the foreground is the supply
from the starboard (reserve) side of the
saddle tank.
For some reason, the original builder
decided to connect this fuel supply up the
opposite way round to the recommended
routing, as per the current Europa Build
Manual, which is why things look back
to front.
In the subject aircraft, the fuel return line
from the engine was connected to the
other side of the tee piece which, in effect,
under some circumstances, would have
allowed the returned fuel to recirculate.
(Photo: UK AAIB)
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is at the rear of the wing tank, so as the aircraft
descended, the remaining fuel had evidently
drained to the front, so the carburettor ran dry!
“I think too I/we were still a bit fazed by the
two unplanned diversions, so the workload
had increased – we didn’t notice we’d been
airborne for 2.4 hours when the accident
occurred. Had we done so, clearly, the
diversion would have been the preferred
option. I still feel silly and embarrassed
about the incident, the first time in fifty years
that I’ve ever damaged an aeroplane.”
Well done Mike for the report – some
important lessons learnt. I think that it was
cutting it a bit fine leaving Shoreham with
half-tanks, certainly fuel in the bowser is no
use to the pilot once you’re in the air.
Yes, it would’ve been a very good idea
to divert for fuel, cutting things that fine is
never a good idea – part of the flight planning
process should be accepting and making
plans for an overshoot at the destination, or
worse, a diversion.
The issue about the tank outlets in aircraft
is a worrying one. Fuel systems often require
collector tanks, which can act as a reservoir
where changing attitude affects delivery, as
it’s often a problem with wing tanks.

Europa: Fuel Return worries

Most of the recent fuel issues have focused
on the problems associated with operating
aircraft with mogas, as it’s come to be known,
primarily in the ‘wet wing’ Jabiru, because
this motor fuel isn’t designed for use in light
aircraft. Naturally, this doesn’t mean that
mogas is necessarily a fuel which shouldn’t
ever be used by the sport flyer.
However, it would be foolish to assume
that it can be used as an alternative to
such aviation fuels as avgas or UL-91
without a clear understanding of the
differences between the fuels and the
pitfalls these can bring.
I think that most aero engineers would
agree that there are three basic areas
which need to be thought about if a flyer
wants to use mogas in their aircraft.
The first relates to chemical compatibility.
Motor fuel is made to meet a performance
specification and, unlike aviation fuel, it
isn’t made to a particular formula. In other
words, there can be great variation in the
fuel’s overall behaviour, even between
batches coming from the same garage
pump. Recent issues with tanks that
have come under attack from fuel which
has been in them over winter has thrown
up compatibility worries, even with the
alcohol-proof varieties.
The second area concerns the
performance of the fuel, not just in
terms of its anti-knock rating but
also its performance overall. Does
the fuel contain alcohol? If it does,
how much chemical energy drop
can be expected if the fuel’s water
content goes up? It will, after all, do
so over time. Alcohol (O-H) has a
great affinity with water (H2O), for
fairly obvious reasons.
One also needs to understand how
much motor fuel’s performance may
drop over time for other reasons.
The fuel is designed to be stable
for about a month in the garage’s
tank, after that its performance
›
can degrade. Anecdotally, the
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rate of degradation appears to be faster in fuels
which contain alcohol so this could relate to the
quality of the base products making it up – we
know that alcohol is a great octane booster in
its own right. The first sign of degradation is
normally the fuel’s starting capability, which
is mostly because the volatile alkanes have
evaporated off.
The third area is related to the physical
behaviour of the fuel at different pressures and
temperatures. Mogas has a very much higher
vapour pressure than avgas and it’s this last
property that’s directly in our focus, due to a
recent accident involving a Europa aircraft,
where it’s thought the fuel system design may
have led to a vapour-lock.
The system on the Europa in question
wasn’t assembled in accordance with the

“It simply isn’t true
that fifty per cent of
the survivors of a
ditching event die
before help arrives”

manufacturer’s instructions. The fuel return
pipe, necessary on Rotax four-stroke engines
which are cleared to use mogas, was routed in
such a way that instead of returning the fuel to
the tank, it fed the unused fuel back to the fuel
feed line at the selector valve.
In short, unused fuel was being recirculated
between the engine and the fuel selector,
rather than back to the tank, where it could
mix with the main bulk of the fuel at ambient
temperature, and any entrained vapour could
be dissipated.
With the modified arrangement, the circulating
fuel and vapour bubbles would have been
progressively heated, further raising the
vapour-forming tendency of the fuel and
increasing the proportion of bubbles in the line,
until a vapour lock probably occurred.
This situation was probably exacerbated
because the subject aircraft had been making
a series of short flights, with brief pauses for
adjustments to be made in between, so the
temperature inside the cowl most likely
became unusually hot.
We think that it’s unlikely that any other
Europas out there will have a similarly designed
return system, but we’ve asked all owners of
the type to check their aircraft’s systems, just
in case. In the meantime, LAA Engineering is
conducting a review into the general use of
mogas. Though this issue is related to a
Europa, of course it’s possible that any of
our aircraft with a return system could feature
a similar fault, so it might be worth checking
your aircraft.

DITCHING: the true facts

(Above) Here’s the recommended fuel circuit, which that we’ve taken directly from the
Europa Build Manual. Due to fuel vaporisation being suspected as one feature of a recent
accident, and because the return line on the accident aircraft wasn’t sensibly sited, the
LAA has issued an Airworthiness Information Leaflet, requiring owners to check the fuel
systems on their aircraft, to ensure that the return fuel is taken back to the reserve side of
the fuel tank. Two things must be stressed here. Firstly, an aircraft using the Rotax 9 series
powerplant which has been cleared to use mogas must have a fuel return line. Secondly,
this issue, while at the moment is focused on Europa aircraft, could affect any type with a
Rotax 9 series engine that’s operating on mogas in our fleet. (Photo: Europa Aircraft Company)

I got a bit of a telling-off from David Joyce, an
LAA’er and Europa Flyer, about promoting
some statistical myths in last month’s section
entitled Druine D31 Turbulent: Creating a
Splash, which concerned crew deaths after
ditching, as published in the CAA’s Safety
Sense Leaflet 21: Ditching. David pointed out it
simply isn’t true that fifty per cent of the survivors
of a ditching event die before help arrives.
“Malcolm, as ever, when the latest LA comes
through the cat flap, your article is the first I
look at.” David wrote. “I was particularly
interested in the ditching bit. I fear there is a
danger that you’ll have helped to perpetuate
two myths, firstly that fifty per cent of those
who survive the water landing will die before
rescue, and secondly that fixed undercarriage
aircraft are at increased risk.
“You are absolutely right to point out that the
Safety Sense leaflets contain a lot of very
valuable info, but the front page of the one
you feature produces the totally unfounded
statement (at 1b) that fifty per cent of those
surviving the water landing die before rescue.
“There have only been two studies of actual
ditching statistics that I’m aware of, the first by
Bertorelli, looking at all incidents involving light
aircraft on the US Register over eight years,
and my own rather later study of all UK light
aircraft, from 1990 to 2001, as published in
the GASCo magazine and LA.
“These two studies showed overall survival
rate of 88 and 90 per cent, respectively, and
the proportion of those dying after surviving
the water landing was just four per cent in
both series.
“I’ve challenged the authors of the ‘fifty
per cent die’ articles to produce the source
of this statistic and have only had evasive
answers, such as ‘the author has some
experience and this is what he believes.’
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“The CAA produced all the basic data for
my study and it was a very straightforward
matter to count the deaths and the total
ditchings, then come up with the
percentages. Almost all of the deaths were
effectively self-inflicted, or at least entirely
avoidable, by following absolutely basic
rules, like wearing a life jacket, flying the
aircraft under control to a water landing
and carrying a working PLB, so that the
actual mortality risk for someone following
those basic rules is close to zero.
“As to the fixed undercarriage risk,
neither study showed there to be any
difference in that between fixed and
retractable. In fact, very few fixed
undercarriage planes turned over – the
normal mode of arrival was for the nose
to dig in and the plane to settle back in
an upright position. It may be that the
light weight and short coupling of a
Turbulent makes it particularly
vulnerable in this respect.
“The extra lesson that should be
learnt from this episode is that it isn’t
a good idea to ditch in very shallow
water, where an upturned aircraft
can end resting on its canopy while
the pilot slowly drowns. The presence
of enough quick-witted bystanders to

k/publications
www.caa.co.u

lift the tail [of the Turbulent] was lucky indeed!
The lack of any mortality linked to an inverted
plane in either study suggests that, in deeper
water, the pilot can still get out without too
much trouble.
“You could argue that if the actual risk is less
than the one you assumed then no harm is
done, but the bleak picture portrayed by the
Safety Sense view might be expected to put
any sensible pilot off crossing the Channel.”
Thank you, David, for putting pen to paper
about this. Firstly, I’m sorry that I didn’t refer
to your earlier study into this subject in last
month’s Safety Spot piece.
Secondly, David’s email reminded me that
we do have a plan coming to the boil, where
we can update these Safety Sense Leaflets
in conjunction with the CAA and, hopefully,
with some help from GASCo and the BMAA.
The third thing which makes sense is that
it’d be a good idea not to lose David’s article
about ditching to history, so I’m going to try
to get this up on our website, perhaps with
the Safety Sense Leaflet, as part of an Alert.
Well, that’s it for another month. After all the
earlier talk about fuel, I’m reminded that my
bike is, like me, just about running on empty.
And because I’ve been away on holiday, the
fuel in the fuel tank’s pretty old – I hope that I
can make the petrol station! Fair winds… ■

LAA engineering charges – PLEASE NOTE, NEW fees have applied since 1 april 2015
LAA Project Registration

£300
£50

Kit Built Aircraft
Plans Built Aircraft

Issue of a Permit to Test Fly

£40

Non-LAA approved design only

Initial Permit issue
Up to 450kg
451-999kg
1,000kg and above

£450
£550
£650

Up to 450kg
451-999kg
1.000kg and above

£155
£200
£230

Permit renewal (can now be paid online via LAA Shop)

Modification application

Prototype modification
Repeat modification

minimum £60
minimum £30

Aircraft Insurance
Are you paying too much?

Transfer

›
(from CofA to Permit or CAA Permit to LAA Permit)
Up to 450kg
451- 999kg
1,000kg and above

Four-seat aircraft

Manufacturer’s/agent’s type acceptance fee
Project registration royalty

Category change

Group A to microlight
Microlight to Group A

£150
£250
£350
£2,000
£50
£135
£135

Change of G-Registration fee

Issue of Permit Documents following G-Reg change

£45

Lost, stolen etc (fee is per document)
Latest SPARS - No.16 February 2015

£20

Replacement Documents

Visicover is a unique service that lets you
buy and manage your aeroplane or helicopter
insurance online whenever it suits you.

• Get an instant quote online • Spread your premiums for free
• Select the cover you want

• 24-Hour claims hotline service

To find out more
go to Visicover.com
Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority
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